Abstract

R is an unified collection of software attachments for performing various operations on data and graphical display. R has become a preferred platform for statistical analysis.

The R add-on package arules implements the basic infrastructure for creating and manipulating transaction databases and basic algorithms to efficiently find and analyze association rules. Compared to other tools, the arules framework is fully integrated, implements the latest approaches and has the vast functionality of R for further analysis of found patterns at its disposal. The “apriori” function, provided by the arules package, is used for mining association. Apriori Algorithm is the most popular algorithm for mining association rules. Association rule of data mining is employed in all tangible applications of business and industry. Objective of taking Apriori is to find frequent item sets and to disclose the unreleased information. This paper encompasses the use of association rule mining in extracting patterns that occur frequently within a dataset and showcases the importance of the Apriori algorithm in mining association rules from a dataset containing student information.
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